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12 fortified cities



fortresses, ramps, lunettes and redoubts



Outside areas



City monuments







Website for 
tourism 
www.Zuiderwaterlinie.nl

Different routes to experience the Zuiderwaterlinie



Artwork as a 
method to involve 
artists and locals to 
discuss the value of 
their landscape

Kunstloc









How can military heritage, like Zuiderwaterlinie,
contribute to solving spatial challenges f.e. 
regarding climate change in an community way?
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MONUMENTS

NARRATIVES

Physical aspects (material aspects)

Human aspects ((immaterial aspects)

LANDSCAPEs and now 
SYSTEMS (AND PROCESSES)

COMMUNITY

HERITAGE BALANCE

Preservation
legislation

Reuse and 
transformation 

Vector: Value of 
profit for humans and 
communities

AREA or 
NEIGHBOURHOOD

EXPERIENCES
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ADAPTIVE REUSE IN SPATIAL PLANNING

Source: J. Janssen, E. Luiten, H. Renes, E Stegmeijer, Heritage as sector, factor and vector: conceptualizing the shifting relationship between heritage 
management and spatial planning
In: European Planning studies, 2017



Nationaal Archief / Spaarnestad Photo, SFA002007151Inspiratieatlas Zuiderwaterlinie, studio Marco Vermeulen

THE SECRET WEAPON OF THE NETHERLANDS



Ets met kopergravure, 1624-1625, Stadsarchief Breda)

Map Breda 17th

Century

Siege of Breda,
Inundation fields 
and the river Mark 
are shown at this 
battlefield 
drawing.



Ets met kopergravure, 1624-1625, Stadsarchief Breda

Map of Breda 17th

Century

Siege of Breda,
Inundation fields 
and the river Mark 
are shown at this 
battlefield 
drawing.

Breda and the river Mark,
port harbour until 1827, 
fortified in all directions 
with bastions and water

River Mark was used to bring 
peat (turf) to Antwerp. 

Inundation fields in the 
lower parts, marshlands

Trade in the harbour of Breda
60 cm tidal difference

Farmers were 
sometimes not even 
told that their land was 
inundated

Turfship of Breda’- s  Trojan 
story of rebellions against 
The Oppressor Spain

Den Bosch was called 
the Swamp dragon, 
because it was almost 
impossible to enter



FOUR PRINCIPLES OF INUNDATION 

Inundation with a 
sluice

Dam sluice Division in the dike
Inundation from sea 
(salt water)

Inspiratieatlas Zuiderwaterlinie, studio Vermeulen

To inundate the land:
4 principles on 
inundation



Inspiratieatlas Zuiderwaterlinie, studio Vermeulen

GEOMORFOLOGY
The line was created on the gradients of the two types of landscapes; 
the ‘seam of Brabant’

Conclusion: 
Geomorphology/Subsoils were 
leading for inundation fields 



THE LANDSCAPE OF BRABANT IS A LANDSCAPE OF GRADIENTS

low

clay

high

sand

Seam of Brabant



GROUND WATER SYSTEM BRABANT



Principles of inundation



CURRENT STATE OF THE WATER DEFENCE LINE
1 line, 12 fortified cities and a great amount of land which could be inundated

Inspiratieatlas Zuiderwaterlinie, studio Vermeulen



SPATIAL ISSUES IN THE NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands
Water shortage (drought) and overflow due to climate change
Quality of water
(Drink)Water security

CO2 (reduction in agriculture, industry and transportation)
Loss of Biodiversity
New Energy
Dwelling (1 million houses)

North-Brabant
Mega stables with life stock
Mega transfer stations: ‘verdozing’> 
Salination (western part)



RAIN FALL SHORTAGE IN THE NETHERLANDS 2022

Farmers organisation ZLTO is ringing alarm 
bells because of drought in spring. 
Because there is not enough (rain)water, 
harvest may fail, leading to food shortage.

NOS, 4th May 2022

Usual rain shortage 
(blue)

5% dryest
years



CHANGE OF BALANCE IN THE WATER SYSTEM

flood

Shortage of water
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Omroep Brabant, 5th June 2022

Within one day, heavy rainfall led to high water in 
streets of Eindhoven, Valkenswaard en Veldhoven 
(province of North Brabant), similar as the 
situation in the province of Limburg.

autumn winter spring summer



VISION: 
Subsoil is leading for new development
Zuiderwaterlinie as an amfibean landscape



WATERRETENTION



VISION: A ROBUST LANDSCAPE



•

1. New infrastructural system, based 
upon the inundation fields

2. Create new dwelling in these 
landscapes

3. Add more values to these landscapes



LANDSCAPE AROUND BREDA



Landsacpe of Breda

Windpark new energy, 
bocking the view

Large scale intensive agriculture 
and mega stables, finedust

Large distribution centres 
close to Belgium and 
Germany

Inundation fields are  agriculture 
land- mono culture, less 
biodiversity

LANDSCAPE AROUND BREDA

Air contains fine 
dust, CO2 water 
quality is 
insufficient

The former Zuiderwaterlinie is not easy to be ‘read’ in the landscape.



VUGTERPOLDER
North of Breda

Students participated in a workshop 
with local authorities and 
stakeholders for new ideas Dorien Tulp,  TUDelft



How can the Zuiderwaterlinie focus on the 
community?  



ALLIANTIE ZUIDERWATERLINIE

Cooperation:
-Municipalities, Province, Water boards

-Local owners: State forestry service, farmers, 
entrepreneurs, etc.

- Tourism (ANBW)

- Art (Kunstloc), experience of heritage

- Education

- National and international organisations (like 
Efforts)



Wageningen University & Research en Vrije Universiteit (Amsterdam)
Technische Universiteit Delft en de Universiteit Leiden- LDE Center for Global Heritage & 
Development (Leiden, Delft, Rotterdam)

Workshops 
for new designs

JanJan Janse for State Forestry Service 
(Staatsbosbeheer)



LANDSCAPE AROUND BREDA

How do divide the water scarcity in an 
equal way for all people?



CONCLUSIONS
The past is a present for the future 

Zuiderwaterlinie is not just a  series of built, military 
heritage, but a cultural landscape

It’s a vector (coat reck) to deal with:
-Preservation of our Zuiderwaterlinie landscape 

-Climatological/ water issues, create a liveable place for humans, animals and 
flora

-Experiment with new landscape techniques

-Awareness of people for their living environment

-Invitation of people to join community

- Way to think how we can equally divide water along all partners 

- So heritage is a very nice present, if used in the right way.




